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Abstract 
We deal with the functor Pj : Unif --+ UnZf of uniform spaces of probability measures, defined 
by Sadovnichy ( 1994). We show that there is a unique natural transformation T : S o Pi --f P o S, 
where S:UnZf -+ cUnif is the functor of Samuel compactification. In our first main result 
(Theorem 4.3) it is established that for a uniform space (X, U) the component Tu of this natural 
transformation T is a homeomotphism iff U is a precompact uniformity. The second main result 
(Theorem 4.6) shows that there is no embedding Ii : Iych + UnZf such that Pi o U = U o P,q,. 
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Introduction 
For a Tychonoff space X by Q(X) we denote the set of all probability measures on 
X with compact supports, i.e., 
PO(X) = {l.~ E P(pX): p(K) = 1 for some compact set K c X}. 
This set Pp (X) is equipped with the *-weak topology. Pp is a covariant functor acting in 
the category ‘Tych of Tychonoff spaces. In [l l-141 Sadovnichy lifted this functor onto the 
categories M h-b of bounded metric spaces and L&f of uniform spaces, and investigated 
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some properties of these liftings. We answer two questions arising in connection with 
these investigations. 
Let PJ be the lifting of PO onto the category &if. We show (Proposition 4.2) that there 
is a unique natural transformation T : 5’ o Pi -+ P o S, where S : Unij --f cUni,f is the 
functor of Samuel compactification, and P : Comp -+ Comp is the probability measures 
functor. In our first main result (Theorem 4.3) it is established that for a uniform space 
(X, U) the component TU of this natural transformation T is a homeomorphism iff M is 
a precompact uniformity. The second main result (Theorem 4.6) shows that there is no 
embedding (uniformization functor) U : Iych -+ Unif such that Pi o U = U o Pp. 
In Section 1 we recall all necessary notions and facts about pseudometrics and unifor- 
mities. More detailed information can be found in [4,9,10]. In Section 2 we give basic 
information about probability measures spaces and (pseudo)metrics on them. One can 
find additional information about spaces and functors of probability measures in [6,7]. 
The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.4. In this theorem sufficient conditions on a 
family of pseudometrics generating x-weak topology on PO(X) are given. Theorem 2.4 
allows us to get a simple proof of Theorem 3.1 stating that for an arbitrary uniform 
space (X,U) the uniformity Pp(U) generates the *-weak topology. The main result of 
Section 3 (Theorem 3.11) establishes that the functor of square U2 is a subfunctor of 
Pi. This theorem plays a crucial role in Section 4 which contains the main results of the 
article. 
1. Pseudometrics and uniformities 
A pair (X, p), where X is a set and p is a pseudometric on X, is said to be a 
pseudometric space. Every pseudometric space (X, p) is equipped with topology rP. An 
open base of this topology is formed by open E-balls 
0(X,&) = {y E x: p(x,y) < E}, x E x, E > 0. 
The topology r,, is Hausdorff iff p is a metric. 
Let (X, T) be a topological space and p be a pseudometric on X. This pseudometric 
is called continuous if the mapping 
p:(XxX, TXT)--,R 
is continuous. It is clear that p is continuous iff the identity mapping (X, Q-) ---) (X, TV) 
is continuous. 
Let (X, p) be a pseudometric space. We denote by (p) a binary relation on X which 
is defined in the following way: 
X(P)Y @ P(?Y) = 0. 
Evidently, (p) is an equivalence relation. The quotient set X/(p) we denote by X,, 
the quotient mapping X + X, we denote by 7rP. Let <,T E X,, x,x’ E r;‘(t), 
Y, y’ E 7r;] (q). Then it is easy to see that p(z, y) = p(x’, y’). So we can define a 
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mapping p:X, x X, --f R by p(J,q) = p(z,y) for any 5 E n;‘(E) and y E r;‘(q). 
Clearly, p is a metric on X,. The next statement is well known and trivial in proof. 
Proposition 1.1. Let X be a topological space and let p be a continuous pseudometric 
on X. Then the metric p is continuous on X, with respect to the quotient topology. 
By a uniformity on a set X we mean a family U of symmetric entourages of the 
diagonal Ax c X x X such that: 
(l~)IfEr,E~~U,thenEinE~~M. 
(2~) If E E IA, then there is El E U such that El o El c E. 
(3~) If E E U, E c El, and El is symmetric, then El E U. 
(4~) n{E: E E U} = Ax. 
If U satisfies Conditions (1 I)-, then we say that U is a preunifonnity. A family 
B c U is said to be a base of a preuniformity U, if for any E E U there is El E t3 such 
that El c E. If B is a base of preuniformity U, then 
U = {E c X x X: E = E-’ and El c E, El E B} 
It is clear that a family B of symmetric entourages of the diagonal A, is a base of some 
preuniformity U on X iff t3 satisfies condition (2~) and 
( l',) If El, E2 E f3, then there is E E f? such that E c El f? E2. 
Let (X, p) be a pseudometric space. For E > 0, set 
E(p, E) = {(z, y) E X x X: p(x, y) < E}. 
Then the family 
W) = {E(G): E > 0} 
is a base of a preuniformity that will be denoted by u(p). 
Proposition 1.2. u(p) is a uniformity iff p is a metric. 
Let p be a (pseudo)metric on X and let d > 0. Set 
~42, Y) = min{d, P(X, Y)}. 
Evidently Pd is a (pseudo)metric. 
Proposition 1.3. Let p be a pseudometric on X and d > 0. Then u(p) = ‘LL(pd), 
If U is a (pre)uniformity on X, then the pair (X,U) is called a (pre>uniform space. 
Sometimes we shall denote a (pre)uniform space (X:24) by X. By R we shall denote 
four different objects: 
(1) the set of all real numbers; 
(2) the metric space (R, ,DE), where PE(Z. y) = Iz - y/I; 
(3) the topological space (JR, rPPE); 
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(4) the uniform space (IfI, u(p~)). 
Let (X,U) be a uniform space. A pseudometric p on X is said to be uniformly 
continuous if the mapping p : X x X --f R is uniformly continuous. 
Proposition 1.4. Apseudometric p on apreunijiorm space (X, U) is uniformly continuous 
iff the identity mapping (X, U) + (X, u(p)) is uniformly continuous. 
Corollary 1.5. A pseudometric p on a preuniform space (X, U) is uniformly continuous 
iff E(p, E) E U for any E > 0. 
Proposition 1.6. Let f : X -+ Y be a uniformly continuous mapping between preuniform 
spaces. If p is a uniformly continuouspseudometric on Y, then po (f x f) is a uniformly 
continuous pseudometric on X. 
Proposition 1.7. Let (X, 24) be a preunifonn space and E E U. Then there is a bounded 
uniformly continuous pseudometric p on X such that E(p, 1) c E. 
We shall say that a family R of uniformly continuous pseudometrics on a preuniform 
space (X,U) generates the preuniformity U if for each E E U there exist p E R and 
E > 0 such that E(p,&) c E. 
Proposition 1.8. Let (X, U) be a preuniform space. Then the family R(U) of all bounded 
uniformly continuous pseudometrics on X generates the preunifonnity U. 
Proposition 1.9. Let R be a family of pseudometrics on a set X satisfying the condition: 
(UPl) Ifpl, p2 E R, then there is p E R such that ~1, p2 6 p. Then there is a unique 
preuniformity 
U = u(R) on X such that R generates U. 
Moreovel; u(R) . 1s a uniformity iff R satisfies the condition: 
(UP2) For any z, y E X, x # y, there is p E R such that p(x, y) > 0. 
Let (X, U) be a preuniform space and E E U. For an arbitrary z E X set 
E(z) = {y E X: (z,y) E E}. 
A preuniform space (X,U) is called precompact if for any E E U there is a finite set 
{XI,... , z,} c X such that 
X=U{E(x): i=l,...,n}. 
An entourage E from a preuniformity U is said to be precompact if there is a finite 
set {XI, . . . , z~} c X such that 
u {E(xi) x E(xi): i = 1 > . . . , TZ} E 24. 
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Proposition 1.10. A preuniform space (X, U) is precompact tff each E E U is precom- 
pact. 
Proposition 1.11. Let (X,U) b e a p recompact space and let Y c X. Then (Y,U(Y) is 
a precompact space. 
Let U be a uniformity on X and pU = {E E U: E is precompact}. 
Proposition 1.12. For an arbitrary (pre)uniformity U the family pU is the biggest pre- 
compact (pre)uniformity which is contained in U. 
Proposition 1.13. A preuniform space X is precompact iff every uniformly continuous 
pseudometric on X is totally bounded. 
Corollary 1.14. Let (X, p) b e a metric space. Then the uniformity u(p) is precompact 
ifs p is totally bounded. 
For a preuniform space (X,U) by r(U) we denote a topology induced by U. In this 
topology a set U c X is open iff for any 5 E U there is E E U such that E(X) c U. 
A preunifotm space (X, U) is called compact if (X, r(U)) is a compact space. 
Proposition 1.15. Let (X, U) be a preuntform space. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(a) U is a uniformity; 
(b) r(U) is Hausdorfs; 
(c) r(U) is Tychono# 
Proposition 1.16. A uniform space X is compact ifsX is precompact and complete. 
By Unif we denote the category of all uniform spaces and their uniformly continuous 
mappings. By cUnif, p&if, cplUnif we denote full subcategories of Unif consisting 
respectively of all compact, precompact, complete uniform spaces. For a preuniform space 
(X, U) by PX (cpl X1 we shall denote its precompacti$cation (pX, pU) (completion 
(cpl X, cplU)). Let C be a category of uniform spaces and let D be its full subcategory. 
A covariant functor r : C + V is said to be a reflection if r o I- = r, and there is a 
natural transformation T : Id + r of the identity functor Id such that for any X E C and 
uniformly continuous mapping f : X + Y E D there is a unique uniformly continuous 
mapping .f0 : r(X) + Y with f = .fo o TX. 
Proposition 1.17. The completion cpl : l&if 4 cpl Unif is a reJlection. A component 
TX of a natural transformation T : Id -+ cpl is the identity embedding X + cpl X. 
Proposition 1.18. The precompactijication p : Z&f + pUnif is a re$ection. A compo- 
nent TX : X + pX of a natural transformation T : Id + p is the identity mapping. 
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A composition cpl o p = S is called Samuel compactification. The compactification 
S(X,U) we shall denote by SuX or SX. 
Proposition 1.19. S : Unif -+ &if is a rejection. 
Proposition 1.20 [9, II, Exercise 121. Let (X,U) be a uniform space. Then p(U x U) = 
pU x pU ifs24 is precompact. 
2. Pseudometrics on spaces of probability measures 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. By C(X) we denote a Banach space of all 
real-valued continuous functions on X. The dual space C(X)* is equipped with the 
*-weak topology, i.e., the topology induced by the identity embedding C(X)* c RC(X). 
By Riesz’ theorem the positive cone C(X); is affinely isomorphic to the space M(X) 
of all Bore1 finite positive regular measures on X. This space is also equipped with the 
*-weak topology. We shall identify measures I_L E M(X) with linear functionals from 
C(X)*. So, sometimes, for cp E C(X) we shall write I instead of J pdp. A measure 
p E M(X) is said to be a probability measure if p( lx) = 1. The set of all probability 
measures on X is denoted by P(X). The space P(X) is a convex compact subset of 
lRc(x). By the definition of s-weak topology its open base consists of sets 
O(~,cpl,...,cp~,~)={cL’~~(X): I&Pi)-&Pi)\<&, i=l,...,k}, (2.1) 
where p E P(X), cpi E C(X), E > 0. 
If f : X 4 Y is a continuous mapping, then the formula 
P(f)(P)(P) = P((P O f)> (2.2) 
where p E P(X) and cp E C(Y), d e fi nes a continuous mapping P(f) : P(X) 4 P(Y). 
So, P is a covariant functor acting in the category Camp of compact Hausdorff spaces 
and their continuous mappings. It is clear that the mapping P(f) can be defined in the 
following way: 
IV)(P)(B) = P(f_‘B)> (2.3) 
where B c Y is an arbitrary Bore1 set. 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and p E P(X). Set 
supp p = { 2 E X: I > 0 for any arbitrary neighbourhood Ox}. 
This set supp ,U is called the support of p. The next statement is evident. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorfspace, F c X and let p E P(X). Then 
F = supp p ifs F is the smallest closed subset of X such that p(F) = 1. 
Now let X be a Tychonoff space and let /3X be its Stone2ech compactification. Set 
Q(X) = {p E P(PX): suppp c x}. (2.4) 
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Let yX be an arbitrary compactification of X and let rriTy : /IX + yX be a natural 
projection. 
Proposition 2.2. P(TT,)~P~(X) is a homeomorphism. 
In fact, P(rr,)IPp(X) 1s evidently a one-to-one correspondence and Pa(X) = 
P(G’P(?)(MX)). I-I ence, topologically we can define Pa(X) as: 
P/(X) = {p E P(yX): suppp c x}, (2.5) 
where yX is an arbitrary compactification of X. 
Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping between Tychonoff spaces and let ,olf : ,/3X + 
BY be its Stone-tech compactification. We set 
G(f) = P(Pf)I43(X). 
Clearly, Q(f)(Q(X)) c J%(Y). Th us, Pp is a covariant functor acting in the category 
lych of Tychonoff spaces and their continuous mappings. Evidently, Pp is an extension 
of the functor P : Comp + Comp to the category Iych. 
For z E X, by S(z) we denote the Dirac measure, which is defined by 
S(Z)(P) = (P(x) or 6(z)(z) = 1. 
It is easy to see that the Dirac embedding 
6:X -+ P/J(X) 
is a topological embedding. Usually we shall identify the spaces X and S(X) c PO(X). 
Let X be a Tychonoff space and let p be a pseudometric on X. We define a distance 
function Pp(p) on PO(X) by: 
PP(P)(PI, ~2) = inf{X(p): X E 4~1. ~2))) 
where 
(2.6) 
A(pt,p2) = {A E P(X x X): pr,(X) = pi, i = 1,2}, 
pri = PO (p%), and pi : X x X -+ X is the projection onto the ith factor. 
Proposition 2.3. If p is a bounded continuous pseudometric on a Tychonoff space X, 
then PO(P) is a continuous pseudometric on PO(X) such that Pp(p)IX = p and 
diam Pp (p) = diam p. 
Basically it was proved in [5] for a metric compact space (X, p). For a general case 
look at [2,1 I]. 
We shall say that a family R of pseudometrics on X separates points and closed 
subsets if for each x E X and closed set F c X, x q! F, there is a pseudometric p E R 
such that p(x, F) > 0, where 
p(x, F) = inf{p(z,y): y E F}. 
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We shall say that a family R of continuous pseudometrics on X generates the topology 
of X if for each x E X and each neighbourhood Ox there are p E R and E > 0 such 
that OP(x, E) c Ox. 
Theorem 2.4. Let R be a family of continuous bounded pseudometrics on X which is 
directed, i.e., satisfies (UPl), and separates points and closed subsets. Then the family 
PO(R) = {PO(P): P E R} 
generates the *-weak topology of PO(X). 
To prove this theorem we need some auxiliary results. 
Proposition 2.5. Let X be a compact Hausdofl space, C c C(X) be a family of 
functions, which separates points of X and contains all jinite products. Then 
& = {WWfv): cp E C, E > o} 
is a subbase of P(X). 
Proof. It follows from the definition of *-weak topology that the set 
,130 = {O(/b$,&): ‘$ E D, & > o}, 
where D is dense in C(X), is a subbase of P(X). So, it suffices to show that for some 
dense set D c C(X) and an arbitrary neighbourhood O(p, $, E) E BD there is a smaller 
neighbourhood of p which is an intersection of a finite family of neighborhoods from 
f?c. Let D be the smallest subring of C(X) containing C and all constants. The set 
D is dense in C(X) by the Weierstrass-Stone theorem. Since C contains all its finite 
products, each function $ E D has a form 
where (Pi E C, ri E R. Let 
T=lEix{lril: i= l,...,k}, 6;. 
It remains to show that 
i=l 
Let v E n,k=, O(CL, ‘pi, 6) = O(p, (PI,. . , ‘Pk,@. Then 
= kri (p((Pi) - v((pi)) + p(Tk+l) - v(Tk+l) 
i=l 
= &i(jr(P) - 4%)) ( since p(s) = V(S) = s for any constant s) 
i=l 
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< 2 ]ri( i (in view of v E O(p, pi, 6)) 
Proposition 2.5 is proved. 0 
Now let X be a Tychonoff space. We shall say that a family @ of continuous functions 
‘p : X + [0, I] correctly separates points and closed subsets of X if for any closed set 
F c X and point 5 E X\ F there is a function cp E @ such that p(F) = 0 and cp(z) = 1. 
Proposition 2.6. Let X be a Tychonoff space, Co(X) be a family of all bounded real- 
valued continuous functions of X, @ c Co(X) correctly separates points and closed 
subsets of X and contains all its finite products. Then the family 
{C(lL, VI. “. , WOE): P E J%(X)> pi E @. E > o} 
is a base of Pp(X). 
Proof. Evidently, the diagonal product f : X -+ I@ of functions ‘p E @ is an em- 
bedding. Let us denote by yX the closure of f(X) in I@. From definition of f we 
have @ c C,(X), where C-,(X) = C(yX)]X. C onsequently, every function cp E @ 
can be extended to a function i;? E C(yX). Let f : yX + I@ be the diagonal prod- 
uct of functions q, cp E @. Clearly, J is the identity embedding. Hence, the family 
3 = (9: cp E @} separates points of yX. Moreover, it contains all its finite products. 
Thus, according to Proposition 2.5 the sets O(,U, ?j?,, . . . ?pk, E), (pi E 3, form a base of 
P(yX). Then in view of (2.5) their traces O(p, (pt.. . , pk. E), 3% E @, on PO(X) form 
a base on Pa(X). Proposition 2.6 is proved. 0 
For a family R of continuous pseudometrics on a Tychonoff space X we shall denote 
by Q(R) the set of all functions cp E Co(X) which are uniformly continuous with respect 
to some pseudometric p E R. 
Proposition 2.7. Let R be a directed family of continuous pseudometrics on X separat- 
ing points and closed subsets of X. Then the family 
{oh cp: 1): P E @1(X), cp E Q(R)} 
form a subbase of PO(X). 
(2.7) 
Proof. First of all let us check that Q(R) is a ring over R. Let (pI, (p2 E Q(R) and let cpz be 
uniformly continuous with respect to pi E R. There is p E R such that p 3 max{p, , p2}. 
Then (PI, $92 are uniformly continuous with respect to p. Hence, (pl + ‘p2 and cpl . ‘p2 are 
uniformly continuous. Consequently, G(R), containing all constants, is a ring over IR. 
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Further, Q(R) correctly separates points and closed subsets of X. In fact, let 20 E 
X \ F. There is a pseudometric p E R such that p(zo, F) = a > 0. Let 
cp(x) =min{l,v}. 
It is clear, that ‘p E @P(R) satisfies the condition of a correct separation of x0 and F. 
Hence, by Proposition 2.6 the family 
{O(K cp, E): p E Q(X)> cp E Q(R), E > 0} (2.8) 
forms a subbase of Pp(X). But if cp E Q(R) and T E I& then r. cp E Q(R). It yields that 
the families (2.8) and (2.7) coincide. Proposition 2.7 is proved. 0 
Remark 2.8. It is easy to see that if a family 
{0(/V&: h E Q(X)> cp E @, E E E}, 
is a subbase of PO(X), then for an arbitrary ~0 E PO(X) the family 
{O(~o~cp,~): cp E Qi, E 6 E}, 
is a subbase of neighborhoods of ~0 in PO(X). 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. According to Propositions 2.3, 2.7 and Remark 2.8 it suffices 
to prove that every subbasic neighbourhood O(~O, cp, I), p E Q(R), of a measure p. 
contains an &-neighbourhood of this measure with respect to a pseudometric p E R. Set 
M = llpll + 1. Since ‘p is uniformly continuous, there is S, 0 < 6 < 1/(4M), such that 
p(xi,z~) < 6 implies IV(Q) - (p(x~)l < l/2. We are going to show that 
OPO(%O,E) c @o, cp, 1) 
for E = S2. Let b E PO(X) and Pp(p)(pa,p) < E. There is X E Qo,~) such that 
X(p) < E. Set 
A= {(Ic,,~z) E X x X: p(z~,~) 3 “}. 
Then E > A(p) 3 J” p(zi, 22) dX 3 6X(A). H ence, X(A) < E/S = 6. Consequently, 
ID-+) - &)( = 1 Lx, cph)dX - .I,,, &Wl 
6 
J 
xxx Ifed - ‘p(Q)1 dX 
6 A 14~1) - dd(dX+ XxX\A Iv44 - cp(~)ld~ 
J J 
<2MX(A)+;X(XxX\A)<2MS+;<l. 
Theorem 2.4 is proved. •! 
Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 yield 
Theorem 2.9. Let (X, p) be a bounded metric space. Then PO(~) is a metric generating 
the *-weak topology of Pp(X). 
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This theorem was proved by Al-Kassas [l] for uniformly zero-dimensional X and by 
Sadovnichy [l l] for the general case. 
Let C be some category, whose objects are Tychonoff spaces with an additional struc- 
ture (metric, group, uniform and so on) and let F: C + I@ be a “forgetful” functor. 
We say that a functor G : Tych + Tych is lifted onto the category C if there is a functor 
g: C + C such that F o c = G o 3. Theorem 2.9 implies 
Theorem 2.10. Thefinctor PO is lifted onto the category Metrb of all bounded metric 
spaces and their continuous mappings. 
The just described lifting of Pp onto the category Metrb we shall denote by 9;;““. 
Let us check some simple properties of this lifting. 
Proposition 2.11. The functor PoMb preserves isometric embeddings. 
Proof is trivial. 
Lemma 2.12. Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping between Tychonoffspaces, and p1 
and p2 be continuous boundedpseudometrics on X and Y respectively. Let p, u E PO(X) 
and 
PIN = z/_p,(~l,aW> 
where X E A(p, u). Then 
P~(~z)(Pp(f)(l-~),Pp(f)(v)) 6 s,,, ~2(fW. f&2)) dX. 
This lemma for metric compact spaces was proved in [5]. For the general case the 
proof is the same. 
Corollary 2.13. The functor P+p” preserves nonexpansive mappings. 
The next statement for metric compact spaces was also proved in [5]. We repeat the 
proof in view of the high importance of this statement. 
Lemma 2.14. Let f : X + Y be a continuous mapping between Tychonoff spaces, and 
let p1 and p2 be continuous pseudometrics of diameter < a on X and Y correspond- 
ingly. Lf f : (X, PI) + (Y, ~2) is an (E, @-uniformly continuous mapping of pseudometric 
spaces, then PO(~) is (2&,56/a)-uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Let Pj(p~)(p, V) < &S/a. S’ mce n(p, V) C P(suppp x suppv) is compact, there 
is X E A(p, V) such that 





xxx ~2(f(~), f(x2)) dX (by Lemma 2.12) 
=s , p,(2, r2)<6 ~2(fbt)r 022)) dX f s pi(z, 22)>6 P2(f(G C-4) dX 1 / 
<,+; 
s 
PI (x1,23) dX (since f is (E, 6)-uniformly continuous) 
P1(~1>~2)S 
Lemma 2.14 is proved. 0 
Corollary 2.15. Thefunctor Pf” preserves uniformly continuous mappings. 
Let us denote by M&I-,, the subcategory of M&b consisting of all bounded metric 
spaces and all their uniformly continuous mappings. Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 2.15 
imply 
Theorem 2.16. The functor Pp is lifted onto the category Me&. 
We shall denote this lifted functor by PFbu 
3. Probability measures on uniform spaces 
Let (X,U) be a uniform space. Let R(U) be a family of all bounded uniformly 
continuous pseudometrics on (X,U). Then, evidently, the family Q(R(U)) satisfies 
condition (UPl). Hence, the preuniformity u(Pp(R(U))) (look at Proposition 1.9) on 
Q(X) induces on X the preuniformity U in view of Propositions 1.8 and 2.3. We shall 
denote this preuniformity by P@(U). 
Theorem 3.1 [13]. Let (X,U) be a uniform space. Then (PO(X), PO(U)) is a uniform 
space with *-weak topology. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 1.9 it suffices to verify that the preuniformity Pp(LI) 
generates the *-weak topology. We shall deduce it from Theorem 2.4. For this we have 
to check that the family R(1A) separates points and closed subsets of X. Let z E X \ F, 
where F is closed in X. By definition of a uniform topology, there is E E U such that 
E(z) c X \ F. According to Proposition 1.8 there are p E R(U) and E > 0 such that 
E(p, &) c E. Then p(z, F) > E > 0. Theorem 3.1 is proved, 0 
Proposition 3.2. If a family R of bounded uniformly continuous pseudometrics on a 
uniform space (X, U) generates the uniformity U, then the family PO(R) generates the 
uniformity Pp((u). 
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Proof. Let E be an arbitrary entourage from the uniformity PO(U). By definition of this 
uniformity there are a pseudometric p E R(U) and E > 0 such that Pp(p)-‘[O, E) E 
E(Pp(p), E)) c E. Since R generates U, there are pt E R and S > 0 such that 
p,‘[O,S) c pp’[O,~/2). H ence, the identity mapping (X,pl) + (X,p) is (~/2,h)- 
uniformly continuous. Let a = max{diampt , diamp}. Consequently, by Lemma 2.14, 
the identity mapping 
(p&V PP(P1)) + (PO(X)> PLY(p)) 
is (E, (&)/(2a))-uniformly continuous. Therefore, 
Proposition 3.2 is proved. 0 
Corollary 3.3. If (X, p) is a bounded metric space, then the uniformities Pp(u(p)) and 
u(Po(p)) on PO(X) coincide. 
The next statement is a corollary of both Proposition 1.6 and Lemma 2.14. 
Proposition 3.4 [13]. Iff : (X,24) --) (Y, V) IS a uniformly continuous mapping between 
uniform spaces, then the mapping 
PO(f) : (PdW, 4dw) + (pm> wq 
is also uniformly continuous. 
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.4 imply 
Theorem 3.5 [ 131. The functor PO : Iych + Tych is lifted onto the category Z.&if. 
We denote this lifted functor by P,j. Let MUnif c Z.&f be the category of all 
metrizable uniform spaces and their uniformly continuous mappings. We have 
P~(MUn.if) c M&if 
according to Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 2.14. We shall denote the restriction PiIMUnif 
by P&T”. Let FU : Me& + MUnif be the uniformization functor. 
Proposition 3.6. The jiinctor Pr : MUnif --+ MUnif is lifted to the functor 
PflM”’ : Met& + Met?&,. 
Proof. It is sufficient to check that 
F” 0 PpMbU = Pp”” 0 3”. (3.1) 
For spaces (X,p) E M&b,, Eq. (3.1) follows from Corollary 3.3. For mappings f E 
Me&,, Eq. (3.1) follows from Lemma 2.14 and Proposition 3.2. 0 
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Proposition 3.7 [31. If f : (X, 24) -+ (Y, V) is a unifarm embedding, then 
Pi(f) : p&n ww) + (WE’), qo)) 
is also a unifomt embedding. 
Proof. We may assume that f : X + Y is the identity embedding. By (2.5) and Propo- 
sition 3.4, p;(f) is a topological embedding and a uniformly continuous mapping. 
Let E c Pp(U) b e an arbitrary entourage. By definition of Pp(U) there is a pseu- 
dometric p E R(U) such that p-r [0, E) c E for some E > 0. This pseudometric 
p: X x X + R can be extended to a bounded uniformly continuous pseudometric 
pt on (Y, Y) (see 18, 85.61). Let El = p;‘[O, E). Then El E PO(V) by definition and 
evidently El n (X x X) = p-’ [0, E) c E. Proposition 3.7 is proved. 0 
Proposition 3.8 [3]. A uniform space (X, U) is precompact ifs (PO(X), Pp(U)) is pre- 
compact. 
Proof. If (Pp(X), P@(U)) * p is recompact, then (X, U) is precompact in view of Propo- 
sition 1.11 and a uniform embedding 
Conversely, if (X, U) is precompact, then (X, U) + SUX is a uniform embedding into a 
compact space. Then, by Proposition 3.7, (Pp (X), Pp(U)) is a subspace of the compact 
uniform space P(SuX). Applying Proposition 1 .l 1 once more, we get a precompactness 
of (Pp (X), Pp (U)) .The proposition is proved. 0 
Proposition 3.8 and Corollaries 3.3 and 1.14 imply 
Proposition 3.9. A metric space (X, p) is totaZly bounded ifs (Pp (X), Pp(p)) is totally 
bounded. 
Proposition 3.10. Let (X, U) be a uniform space and let 
i=ix:XxX+Pfi(X) 
be a mapping which is dejined as follows: 
i(%Zz) = &6(m) + &J(m). 
Then i : (X x X, 24 x U) + (PO(X), Pp (U)) is a uniform embedding. 
Proof. It suffices to show that for every bounded uniformly continuous pseudometric p 
on X the mappings i and i-’ are uniformly continuous with respect to the pseudometric 
p x p and PO(~), where 
P x P((W~2),(Yl,Y2)) = PhYl) +P(zz,Yyz). 
We shall prove more: for any <, v E X x X 
$P x P(J, 11) 6 P&4(WI +?)) G P x PK7 77). 
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Let t = (x1 1x21, rl = (Y/1, L/2), p(Zi, YI) = PI: p(52. y2) = p2. We are going to prove 
that 
$)(Pt + Pz) G d 6 PI + p2: 
where d = Po(p)(i(E), i(q)). Let X E A(i(<), i(q)). Then 
x = mllb(zl. Yl) + m225(22, y2) + m2S(z,, y2) + m2,6(22: y,), 
where rnij 3 0 and 
~II +ml2 = ml1 +m2l = &, 
m22 + ml2 = m22 + m21 = A. 
Let ‘ml1 = a, then ml2 = rn2t = 6 - a and m22 = a - &. We have 
c! G X(p) = apt + (a - &)p2 + ($ - a)(m2 + ~21) 
for an arbitrary a (let us note that $ < a < $). In particular, for a = $, 
d G &PI + &,p2 G p1 + ~2. 
Since A(i([), i(q)) is compact, there is a such that 
d=apl+(a-&)~2+(&-a)(p~2+p~~). 
There are two possibilities: a 3 0.85 and a < 0.85. Let a > 0.85. Then 
d 3 apr + (a - 0.8)p2 3 0.85~~ + 0.05~~ 3 O.o5(pr + p2). 
NOW let a < 0.85. We have 
P2 = P(ZZ> Y2) 6 P(52, Y/I) + P(YI! 21) + p(z,: y2) 
Hence, 
PI2 + P21 3 p2 -p1. 
Then 
d 3 apt + (a - $)~2 + (0.9 - a)(p2 - p,) = (2a - 0.9)~~ + o.1p2 
3 0.7p, + O.lp2 3 O.l(p, + p2). 
Proposition 3.10 is proved. 0 
Let C = (0, M} be some category, where 0 is a family of its objects and M is 
a family of its morphisms. Let F’, 6 : C + C be covariant functors. Let us recall that a 
family T = {TX : F(X) -+ G(X): X E 0) of morphisms from M is said to be a natural 
transformation of the functor .F in to the functor G if for any morphism f : X -+ Y from 
M the following diagram 
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is commutative. Morphisms TX are called components of a natural transformation T. 
A functor F is called a subfunctor of a functor 4 if there is a natural transformation 
T : 3 --) G such that each component TX is a monomorphism. 
By 17* we denote the functor of square: n’(X) = X x X; if f : X -+ Y is a mapping, 
then D2(f) = f x f : X x X --) Y x Y. The functor IT* acts in such categories as lych, 
Comp, Unif, cUnif and so on. 
Theorem 3.11. The embedding ix : X x X -+ PO(X) from Proposition 3.10 can be 
extended to a natural transformation i : II2 ---f Pj. 
In fact, one has only to check that for every uniformly continuous mapping f : X --f Y 
the following diagram 
XxXfxfYxY 
ix I I iY 
53(X) - PO(f) pl3 (Y) 
is commutative. But this is evident. 
Remark 3.12. It is clear that the embedding ix : X x X + PO(X) can be considered 
as a component of a natural transformation of functors in the category ‘Tych. 
Proposition 3.13. Let (X, U) be a uniform space. Then Pp(pU) 
pU. 
Proof. Sufficiency follows from Proposition 3.8. Now let 
PP(P4 = P(PP(U)). 
From Proposition 3.10 we have 
u x U c P&A), 
PU x fl c 63(pu). 
But (3.3) implies 
P(U x w c P(m4). 
Hence, (3.2) and (3.5) give us 
P(U x U) c P&U). 






By (3.4) and (3.6), both i(X x X, pU x fl) and i(X x X,p(U x U)) are subspaces of the 
uniform space (Pfl(X),p(Pp(U)). C onsequently, pU x pU = p(U x U). Then U = pU 
by Proposition 1.20. The proposition is proved. 0 
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4. Main results 
Proposition 4.1. The identity transformation is the only natural transformation of the 
functor P : Camp --f Camp into itselc 
Proof. Let T : P ---f P be a natural transformation and let 
R= {O:...,R.- l} 
be an n-point set. 
Claim 1. Let 
p = ; %6(k). 
k=O 
Then Tn(p) = p. 
Proof. In fact, assume 
n-1 
Tn(p) = u = x@d(k) # p. 
k=O 
Let a = min{@: k E n} and b = max{ak: k E n}. Let a = ako, b = ak,. Then a < b 
and k. # lq. Define a mapping cp : n 4 n by: 
cp(ko) = ICI, Y(kl) = ko, cp(k) = k for k q! {ko, k]}. 
By the definition of natural transformation we have T, o P(p) = P(p) o T,. But 
P(p)(p) = p. Hence, (T,oP(p))(p) = T,(p.) = V. On the otherhand, (P(cp)oT,)(p) = 
P(P)(V) # V, since A = a < b = v(kl). We arrive at a contradiction and 
Claim 1 is proved. q 
Claim 2. Let m o3 . . . , m,_l be positive integers and N = c;ri mk. Let 
n-l 
p = c ?6(k). 
k=O 
Then T,,(p) = I_L. 
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Clearly, P(P)(V) = CL. On the other hand, according to Claim 1 we have TN(v) = V. 
Hence, 
T,(p) = (T, O P(V))(V) = (P(cp) O G)(v) = P(V)(V) = I_L. 
Claim 2 is proved. 0 
From Claim 2 we get 7’, = idp(,) for an arbitrary n > 0. Now let X be an arbitrary 
Hausdorff compact space, ,U E P(X) and / supp~_~I = n < co. There is an embedding 
cp :n -+ X such that p(n) = suppp. From the equality P(p) o T, = TX o P(v) we get 
J’(V) = TX oP(cp), since T, = idp(,). But P(p) : P(n) + P(X) is an embedding with 
J’(cp)(J’(n)) = P(supp& H ence, there is a unique v E P(n) such that P(P)(Y) = p. 
Then TX(~) = Tx(P(cp)(v)) = P(P)(Y) = p. Consequently, TX(P) = p for an 
arbitrary measure p E P(X) with finite support. But these measures are everywhere 
dense in T(X). So, TX = idpcX) for arbitrary X E Camp. Proposition 4.1 is proved. 0 
Proposition 4.2. There is a unique natural transformation T: S o Pi + P o S. 
Proof. Uniqueness. The category c Unif c Unif is invariant with respect to both functors 
So Pp” and PO S. Hence, Tlclfnif is a natural transformation of the functor P : cUnif -+ 
cUnif into itself. By Proposition 4.1, TlcUnif = Id. Let (X, U) be a uniform space. Then 
PO(X) is everywhere dense in both S,,,,(Po(X)) and P(Su(X)). Since TlcUnif = 
Id, we have Tu /P(K) = id for an arbitrary compact subset K c X. Consequently, 
TuIPp(X) = id. S o T u is unique being uniquely defined on a dense subset. 
Existence. The identity mapping (X,U) -+ (X,pU) is uniformly continuous. Hence, 
the identity embedding iu : (X, U) 4 Su (X) is uniformly continuous. Then the mapping 
Q(iu) : (PPGOPPW) ---) P(Su(X)) (4.1) 
is also uniformly continuous. Applying to this mapping the functor p of the precompact- 
ification we get in view of Proposition 1.18 a uniform continuity of the mapping 
PO(k) : (PO(X), p(PdU))) --f P(SL((X)). (4.2) 
Now we extend this mapping on the completions and get by Proposition 1.17 the mapping 
Tu:SP~&%(X)) + P(Su(X)). 
It is easy to verify that Tu is a component of a natural transformation T : So Pi + P o S. 
The proposition is proved. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Tu is a homeomorphism iff U is a precompact uniformity. 
Proof. Let (X,U) be a precompact space. Then (X,U) --+ (X,pU) is a uniform iso- 
morphism. Hence, iu : (X, U) --f L&(X) is a uniform embedding. By Proposition 3.7, 
mapping (4.1) is a uniform embedding too. Therefore, mapping (4.2), being equal to map- 
ping (4.1), is a uniform embedding as well. So, Tu is the identity mapping of P(Su(X)). 
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Now let Tu is a homeomorphism. Then mapping (4.2) is an embedding. Hence, the uni- 
formity P(PP(W) on Pa(X) is equal to the uniformity Pp(pU) on PO(X) c P(Su(X)). 
By Proposition 3.13, U = p2A. The theorem is proved. 0 
Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 1.14 yield 
Corollary 4.4. Let (X. p) b e a metric space. Then T,(,) is a homeomorphism iff p is 
totally bounded. 
By an embedding U : Iych ---f Unif we mean a certain functor of a uniformization, i.e., 
for an arbitrary Tychonoff space X, U(X) is a uniform space with the original topology of 
X, and for an arbitrary continuous mapping f : X --+ Y the mapping f : U(X) + U(Y) is 
uniformly continuous. There are many uniformizations U : ‘Tych + Z&f. For example: 
(1) U(X) is the universal uniform space, i.e., the biggest uniform space on X; 
(2) U(X) is the Stonexech uniform space, i.e., the biggest precompact uniform space 
on X (for this uniform space we have @(U(X)) = PX). 
But the problem of a uniformization can become unsolvable if one adds some restric- 
tions. The next assertion is an example of this. 
Proposition 4.5. There is no embedding U : Tych ---f &if such that 
I120u= uoI12. (4.3) 
Proof. Assume that there is such an embedding U. Let N be a discrete space of non- 
negative integers. 
Claim 1. U(N) is a universal uniform space. 
Proof. Indeed, according to (4.3) we have 
U(N) x U(N) = U(N x N). (4.4) 
On the other hand, any uniformity of type U(N) x U(N) contains a disjoint covering 
consisting of two infinite sets A and B, for example, A = (0) x N, B = N+ x N. Let 
f : N x N -+ N x N be some bijections such that f(A) = A,. Then f : U(N x N) + 
U(N x N) is a uniform isomorphism. Hence, 
u = {f(A), f(B)} 
is a uniform covering of U( N x N). Consequently, u is a uniform covering of U(N) x 
U(N), because of (4.4). There is a uniform covering u of U(N) such that 21 x v refines 
U. Since ‘u. = {A N, N x N \ AN}, it follows that w consists of one-point sets. Claim 1 
is proved. 0 
Let Q c JR be the space of rationals. 
Claim 2. U(Q) is a universal space. 
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Proof. In fact, we have to check that an arbitrary open covering of Q is uniform. For 
this it suffices to show that an arbitrary disjoint covering u of Q consisting of clopen 
sets is uniform. There is an epimorphism f : Q 4 N such that 
U = {f-‘(n): n E N}. 
Since f is continuous, f : U(Q) -+ U(N) is uniformly continuous. Then u is a uniform 
covering according to Claim 1. Claim 2 is proved. q 
Now let f : Q -+ Q x Q be a homeomorphism. Then f : U(Q) -+ U(Q x Q) is a 
uniform isomotphism. But U(Q x Q) = U(Q) x U(Q) in view of (4.3). So, Claim 2 
implies that the uniform space U(Q) x U(Q) is universal. But that is not correct. We 
arrive at a contradiction. Proposition 4.5 is proved. 0 
Proposition 4.5, Theorem 3.11 and Remark 3.12 imply 
Theorem 4.6. There is no embedding U : lych + &if such that 
P;ou=uoPp. 
Analysis of the proof of Theorem 4.6 shows us that the next statement is true. 
Theorem 4.7. There is no embedding U of the category M of all metrizable spaces in 
to the category MUnif of metrizable uniform spaces such that 
P,“oU=UoPfi. 
Remark 4.8. Banakh [2,3] considered the functors P, and P, (of Radon and r-additive 
measures respectively) in the category Iych. For an arbitrary Tychonoff space X we 
have 
Q(X) c P,(X) c PT(X) c P(PX). 
He lifted the functors P, and P, to the functors PF and PJ acting in the category Lfnif in 
the same manner as it was done in Section 2 for the functor Pp. For an arbitrary uniform 
space (X,U) the following inclusions 
(PP(X)&(U)) c (P,(X), E(U)) c @(XL PTV)) 
are uniform. Moreover, we have the functor inclusions 
P; c P; c P,“. 
So all main results for the functor P) (Theorems 4.3, 4.6 and 4.7, Proposition 4.4) hold 
for the functors P: and P,” as well. 
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